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Once upon a time, a number of years ago, I shaved my head.  I shaved every last lock of hair 

until I was bald as a cue ball.  I know, some of you are thinking, too bad it never grew back!  But 

it did…believe it or not, I used to have bangs.  I shaved my head because back in the day I was a 

varsity swimmer.  Our team was headed to the district competition, which was held at a 

collegiate pool and involved schools all over our region.  The winners would qualify for 

states.  As a senior and team captain, in order to get my teammates pumped up for the 

competition, all the guys shaved their heads.  Usually we would wear silicone swim caps to 

eliminate drag in the water. But for this competition we wanted to feel the cool pool water 

coursing over our bald heads, and all the psychological supercharge that came along with it.  It 

was a rush and we felt like really serious, committed athletes walking bear-headed down the 

halls of our high school.  I do remember the utter disgust in my mother’s eyes when she first saw 

me.  She said I looked like I was in a concentration camp.  She definitely did not approve.   

 

In our parasha there is also a wild head-shaving ceremony, though it has nothing to do with 

athletic performance!  At the end of the term of the Nazirite vow, the person who had voluntarily 

entered into this state of ritual purity by abstaining from grape products, haircuts, and contact 

with the dead, would appear before the Kohen, the priest with various sacrifices at the 

Tabernacle.  Then he or she would shave their heads, and all the hair that had grown during the 

time-period of their Nazirite vow.  By the way, the hair that was shaved from their heads was 

then placed in the fire near the altar and burned, because it could not just be disposed of in the 

trash or by washing it down the drain.  That hair was sacred. 

 

As bizarre as the whole Nazirite vow may seem, I can actually relate to it in a certain way.  With 

notable exceptions like Samson in our Haftarah this morning, most people were not born as 

Nazirites.  This was a vow that a person took upon themselves willingly.  Usually the vow was 

for a specific period of time, not a whole lifetime.  The purpose of taking such a vow is alluded 
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to by the word Nazir.  The Torah says that the intent was le’hazir L’Adonai, to set oneself apart 

for God.[1]  Now, a person may want to set themselves apart for a whole variety of reasons.  The 

Mishnah records that a person might become a nazir when a particular wish is fulfilled, like 

having a child.1  Undertaking this vow would be an expression of gratitude to God.  Josephus, 

the Roman Jewish historian noted that some people became Nazirim when they were healed 

from “distemper or other distress,” so to give thanks for restored health.  Professor Jacob 

Milgrom writes in his commentary to Numbers[2] that the Nazirite vow made it possible for an 

ordinary Israelite to be granted “a status resembling a priest.”  Both Nazirites and Kohanim are 

referred to as Kodesh L’Adonai, holy, distinct, separated for God.   

 

If I was alive in the Biblical era, I wonder if I would have become a Nazirite.  I am neither a 

Kohen nor a Levite; I’m just an ordinary Israelite.  But I am an Israelite who has always been 

captivated by avodat kodesh, sacred service.  About a month ago, I went back to my hometown, 

Cleveland, for a special celebration of my childhood rabbi’s 50th anniversary in the 

rabbinate.  As one of his students who also went on to become a rabbi, I was invited to speak at 

the gala.  I shared how as a child I used to go to Shabbat services with my grandparents on 

Friday nights.  As a child, I didn’t understand most of the prayers or the sophisticated sermon 

topics, but I distinctly remember paying close attention to how my rabbi spoke, his intonations 

and gestures, how he physically occupied the bimah, how he would lift his hands above the 

congregation to bless everyone at the conclusion of each service.  I knew there was something 

sacred going on up there, and I knew that I wanted to understand more about it.  Ever since those 

early childhood experiences, I wanted to participate in that holy choreography, recite those holy 

words, facilitate those holy moments.  That’s of course what led me to do what I’m doing 

now.  But in the Bible there were no rabbis--that was a later development.  To be a part of God’s 

full-time staff, you had to be born into it.  You were a priest by virtue of your father’s tribe. The 

only other way to approximate that was…to become a Nazir.  When the Temple was destroyed 

and the priesthood relegated to the sidelines of Jewish life, the institution of the Nazir also 

disappeared.  The rabbis weren’t so fond of it, and did not seek to perpetuate it.  Even the Torah 

                                                           
[1] Numbers 6:1 
1 Mishnah Nazir 2:7 
[2] Milgrom, Jacob.  The JPS Torah Commentary, Numbers, page 355. 
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seems ambivalent about this vow.  Consider for example that along with shaving his head at the 

end of his vow, the Nazir also had to bring a sin offering to the Temple.  Isn’t that strange?  This 

person who wanted to dedicate part of his life to an elevated state of holiness; who voluntarily 

abstained from certain luxuries in order to focus on spirituality had to bring a sin offering?  Why 

not some other kind of sacrifice, like a thanksgiving offering or a peace offering?  Robert Alter, 

in his magisterial new commentary on the Hebrew Bible writes that the Nazirite vow “expresses 

a kind of presumption, an aspiration to spiritual superiority, and thus is an offense.”[3] 

‘A presumption…of spiritual superiority…’ Those are some hard-hitting words for any clergy 

person to read.  It’s very easy to let this clergy stuff go to your head.  There are rabbis, priests, 

ministers, imams who stand above the people, preach down to people, consider themselves 

masters, gurus, sages, saints…Some even wear robes and regalia to further set them apart from 

the people.  I know he wasn’t speaking to me directly, but when Pope Francis, who eschews the 

regal trappings of the papacy, carries his own bags, rides around in a simple Fiat rather than a 

limousine, and wears black SAS orthotic shoes rather than red velvet slippers, said that bishops 

should be humble, meek servants rather than princes, I was quite moved.  

Rashi says “Ain nazir be’chol makom eileh lashon p’rishut,” in other words to be a Nazir means 

to hold yourself separate, outside of the community.  And that’s just not the Jewish way.  The 

Jewish way, to paraphrase the late Gerrer Rebbe, Rabbi Avraham Mordecai Alter, is to be 

mekadesh et ha’chol, to sanctify the ordinary.  And in order to sanctify the ordinary, you have to 

be ordinary; you have to be of this world, not outside of it.  To separate yourself from nature, 

from physicality, from corporeality, from sensuality, is in some sense to separate yourself from 

God!  Because God gave us a world filled with numerous pleasures not so that we should avoid 

them, but so that we should engage with them in a healthy, positive way.  Listen to the words of 

the Shulchan Aruch, the 16th Century comprehensive code of Jewish Law.  Everything you do 

can be for the sake of God.  Even casual things, ke’gon, for example: ha’achilah ve’hashtiya, 

eating and drinking, ha’halicha ve’hayeshiva, walking about or sitting down, ve’hatshmish 

ve’hasicha, intimate relations or casual conversation, ve’chol tzorchei guf’cha, and really any 

physical need, yihiyu kulam le’avodat Bore’cha, they can all be channeled to serve God.   

                                                           
[3] Alter, Robert. The Hebrew Bible, A Translation and Commentary; The Five Books of Moses, p. 497 
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How can eating, drinking, sleeping, walking, sexual relations, casual conversation, be 

sanctified?  Well by doing those things for the right reasons, with respect and honor, with 

kindness and propriety, with a yiddisher kop, in a Jewish way.  The idea is this:  You don’t have 

to become a Nazir, or a rabbi for that matter, to be a godly, religious, or holy person.  You don’t 

have to look for escape valves from life in order to elevate your life or enhance your 

spirituality.  In fact you shouldn’t!  We are not a tradition of ascetisim, monasticism, or 

hermitism.  That’s why Torah is often referred to in very earthy metaphors like mayim hayyim, 

living waters, or an etz hayyim, a living tree firmly rooted in this world.  That’s why rabbis, 

todays Jewish clerical leadership are not endowed with any sacramental powers that any other 

“ordinary” Jew doesn’t possess.  Holiness, a relationship with God, a life of mitzvot, meaningful 

prayer, deeds of goodness and kindness are all equally available to all of us, clergy and lay 

people, young and old, men and women, Jews by birth and Jews by choice.   

Listen to this story, with which I will conclude: 

A Jewish carriage driver came one day to see the great 18th Century Hassidic master, Rabbi Levi 

Yitzhak of Berdichev.  The carriage driver was grappling with a religious dilemma and sought 

the advice of the great rebbe.  “Rabbi,” the man said, “I want to be able to come to pray.  I truly 

wish I was able to say all  of the prayers in their proper times.  But my problem is that I’m 

always driving others around and I don’t have the necessary time to pray correctly.  Maybe I 

should change my profession.”  The rabbi looked at the carriage driver and asked, “When you 

charge people for transporting them, do charge them an honest fare?”  The driver said, 

“Certainly!”  The rabbi said, “Do you charge all your passengers the same rate?”  “Always!” the 

driver responded.  “What if a very poor person needs a ride, what do you charge them?”  The 

carriage driver said, “I don’t charge the poor at all.”  Rabbi Levi Yitzak said to the driver, “My 

son, you are already in the Presence of the Almighty. You just don’t know it!” 

Just as the Shulchan Aruch said, in every daily activity we can serve God if we have the right 

kavannah, the proper intentionality.  I bet many of you are in the Presence of the Almighty all 

the time.  The question is, do you know it?   

 

    


